
MAC NEIL’S AT CULLODEN
There is no reason to believe the list which follows is an exhaustive recording of all our MacNeil ancestors who fought
or fell at Culloden.  It seems that only those who through one misfortune or the other came to the attention of the
ignoble Duke of Cumberland would find themselves memorialized in his muster roll call (collected after the battle) of the
army of Bonnie Prince Charlie.  (It merits noting that he purposely eschewed Clan affiliation.)   Unfortunately for us the
ignoble duke’s muster roll is the only written historical accounting of the participants of us Jacobites which is available. 
Further,  there is little if any recording of Clans maintaining attendance records of the names of those from other Clans
who stood with them on that moor.  Most certainly the names of our MacNeil ancestors who escaped the clutches of
the duke or his minions including those who died on Culloden Moor that day are lost to time.  Hence, and sadly the names
of our ancestors which may once have been with great pride and honour passed from one generation to the next are lost
to us.

No. Name Listed as
From

Fought With
Regiment

Prisoner
No.

Prisoner At Prisoner
Ship

Notes Source

1 Roger Barra MacDonald
of Clan
Ranald

2372 n/a Pamela Servant of the
Laird of
Vatersay. Age 28
years.
Imprisoned on
Prisoner Ship
Pamela and
transported.  

Sources listed
with information
provided by John
Willis and
Culloden
Battlefield and
Visitor Centre

2 Duncan Lochaber Clan
MacGregor

2368 Dumbarton
Castle

n/a Captured at
Ardo, 15
December 1745,
escaped

3 Duncan Lochaber Clan
Cameron of
Lochiels

2369 Dalkeith,
Edinburgh
Tolbooth

n/a Denied
participation,
captured 13
November 1745,
freed 10 March
1746

4 Patrick Perthshire Clan Stewart n/a Carlisle n/a Captured 30
December 1745,
thought to have
died in prison

5 Donald
Mor

Trinn
(Roshven)

MacDonald
of Clan
Ranald

Unknown Unknown Unknown Nothing more
known of this
man

6 John
Mor

Caolas MacDonald
of Clan
Ranald

Unknown Unknown Unknown Nothing more
known of this
man

7 John Unknown Unknown Unknown Carlisle n/a Tried and found
guilty at Carlisle,
Outcome
unknown

Sources listed
with information
provided by John
Willis 

8 Roger/
Roderick

Barra Unknown Unknown Inverness
and London

n/a Claimed to not
have taken part,
gave kings
evidence and
released in 1747

Culloden
Battlefield and
Visitor Centre


